Effects of rhythmic sensory stimulation (auditory, visual) on gait in Parkinson's disease patients.
This study has focused on how sensory stimulation affects gait in Parkinson's disease (PD). The kinematic parameters of gait [cadence, step amplitude, velocity, coefficient of variation of stride time (CV(stride-time)), and the coefficient of variation of the step amplitude (CV(step-amplitude))] were analysed in 25 PD patients and 10 control subjects. Step amplitude, velocity and CV(stride-time) were altered in the patients with PD. However, when kinematic parameters were analysed as a function of disease severity, none of the parameters differed between early PD (I-II Hoehn and Yahr) and the controls. Nevertheless, more severely affected PD patients (III-IV Hoehn and Yahr) walked with a reduced step amplitude, lower velocity, higher CV(stride-time), and higher CV(step-amplitude) than the controls. The administration of auditory stimulation at a frequency matching the preferred walking cadence led to a decrease in the CV(stride-time) in PD(III-IV) patients, and to an increase in step amplitude in PD(III-IV )and controls. Visual stimulation at the same frequency did not modify any of the altered kinematic parameters in PD(III-IV )patients. When different stimulation frequencies were utilised, auditory stimulation significantly changed some of the altered walking parameters in Parkinson patients. Frequencies matching preferred walking cadence or above this, up to the fastest walking, were those that seem to interact most effectively with the abnormal kinematic parameters in PD(III-IV )patients. Visual stimulation negatively modulated cadence in PD(III-IV) in the frequency range used. Sensory stimulation facilitates gait in PD. Studies using sensory stimulation as a tool to facilitate walking should take into account the grade of disability of the patients.